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BACKGROUND
The City initiated the California Avenue Streetscape Improvements project in the Fall 2010.
The goal of the project is to transform California Avenue between El Camino Real and
California Avenue Caltrain Station into a community corridor with transit, bicycle and pedestrian
focused transportation treatments; renovate the Park Boulevard Plaza into a vibrant hub for
bicycle-commuters and visitors; and provide best practice pedestrian scaled improvements
throughout the corridor. Improvements include decorative crosswalks; enhanced roadway
delineation and sidewalk widening treatments throughout the corridor that can function as
outdoor dining areas; street and pedestrian scale lighting; streetscape furniture and landscape
treatment palettes have also been developed for the project as part of the community outreach
process.

DISCUSSION
California Avenue is in a fully developed urban setting, with intensive development extending on
both sides of California Avenue. The California Avenue Caltrain Station is located on the east
side of the project, with pedestrian, bicycle and train traffic creating a strong visual boundary that
would be reinforced by placement of a new fountain. On the west end of the project at El
Camino Real, the placement of native grasses and granite rocks in the center median creates
another strong visual boundary which would be reinforced by El Camino Real. An eclectic mix
of sculptures within the center medians and poetry inscribed in the brick walkways along
California Avenue create a unique urban experience.
The proposed mix of traditional and modern streetscape elements, such as benches and seat
walls, should help to stimulate pedestrian activity and support retail activities. The landscape
elements are intended to respond to community interest for a mix of colorful treatments with a
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strong seasonal emphasis in the Spring and Summer, while maintaining a greener appearance
during other seasons.
Furniture and Materials
Over the course of the outreach process, a range of viewpoints on site furnishings were heard
from the community. Some participants felt that the street should have sleek and modern
furnishings, to give it a more contemporary look and feel. Others preferred a more traditional
style of furnishings, which they felt was more consistent with some of the existing brick and
wood elements and the warm ambience of the space. The proposed benches provide a middle
ground between the two styles, with simple, clean lines, contemporary metal accents and the
warmth and traditional aesthetic of wood. Seat pads in either natural granite or a warm concrete
provide additional seating options. Trash receptacles are proposed to be a warm gray metal with
simple lines and include both litter and recycling sections in one unit. Newspapers would be
consolidated in single racks with multiple compartments to reduce clutter. The intent is for the
furnishings to act as a unifying element that conveys a polished style, yet establishes a friendly
and approachable atmosphere.
To provide more consistency between all streetscape site furniture, the currently proposed
families of site elements are simple, clean and strong in form and color finishes, with a touch of
history and a look to the future. The gray metallic finish is a consistent theme color for all metal
parts of site furnishings (legs and arm rests of wood benches, the light pole, trash receptacle,
news rack units and pedestal, drinking fountain and game table). The proposed wood bench,
granite bollards, concrete seat walls, trash receptacles, news racks, street light and pedestrian
lights, and bike racks all have simple and clean forms. The proposed wood benches to replace the
existing at the existing brick walls provide a simple and contemporary look.
To simplify the wall materials the existing brick walls would be retained, and all new seat walls
would have a simple/clean concrete form. The granite seating boulders and the stone veneer have
been removed from the wall palette.
Working with the community, the preferred option for the improved plaza at the east end of the
street was developed. The plaza’s focal element would be a dramatic custom sculptural water
feature by artist Michael Szabo. A variety of spaces will be provided in the plaza with a range of
seating options, including seatwalls and benches, as well as game tables.
Landscaping and Trees
The design for the plaza retains the existing Pistache trees, and additional trees would be planted
in the area left by the removal of parking spaces that are part of the existing plaza. The proposed
plaza shrub palette is made up of drought tolerant plants including Coast Rosemary, Phormium,
Agave, Dwarf Mat Rush, Small Cape Rush, Flax Lily and Flowering Carpet Rose.
The proposed street tree palette follows the street’s existing pattern and the City’s Street Tree
Plan. Additional Crape Myrtles would be provided for accent color and to provide visual interest.
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Additional pots, with shrubs and blooming trees, would provide vitality, color and retail
excitement throughout the corridor. Between El Camino Real and Ash Street, proposed shrubs
include Meidiland Rose, Phormium, Dwarf Mat Rush, Hot Lips Sage, and New Zealand Flax,
and Flax Lily. From Ash Street to Park Boulevard, proposed shrubs include Hot Lips Sage,
Mexican Sage, Phormium, New Zealand Flax, Fescue, Flax Lily, Agave, and Flowering Carpet
Rose.
Flexibility for Central Public Plaza Space
A flexible plaza design element is included between Ash Street and Birch Street. The flexible
plaza space would use curbless transitions between sidewalks and the street to provide accessible
public plaza space for special event uses or seasonal expansion of retail activities. Decorative
stone bollards to protect the street from the sidewalk zones would introduce an opportunity for
unique streetscape furniture to both functional as barriers and aesthetically pleasing for the
community.

Park Boulevard Plaza
The Park Boulevard Plaza design includes the following treatments:






Centering and buffering access to public art and fountain elements within the plaza to
preserve views to the fountain as a focal element down California Avenue;
Providing ample useable seating areas for special plaza events or regular patron use;
Maintaining accessible bicycle access and parking adjacent to the California Avenue transit
station and underpass;
Preserving an unobstructed view of the California Avenue streetscape and hills west of the
project areas; and
Introducing lighting improvements to the plaza.

ART ELEMENTS
Staff has prepared an Existing art Element Report (Attachment A) identifying all of the art
elements and their status during construction.
The Contractor will be required to develop a site protection plan for those art elements identified
by the City that are to remain in place during the construction, and are to be protected during
construction. The Site Protection Plan will be submitted to the City for review and approval prior
to commencement of any demolition for the site. The Contractor will also be required to develop
a plan for the removal and relocation of art elements identified by the City that must be removed
prior to any demolition of the site. This plan shall also be submitted to the City prior to any
demolition of the site.
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Site Protection Plan may include construction fencing and other construction item deemed
necessary to protect art elements identified by the City on the plans. The art elements shall be
removed to a storage site selected by the Contactor as protected.
The items removed and stored by the Contractor shall be relocated back to the location
determined by project plans after construction. City Staff will be working with each artist for the
placement of each element. The Contractor will also be required to repair or replace any damaged
art elements at no cost to the City.

NEXT STEPS
Staff will finalize the construction plans through September 2013. The City anticipates
advertising the project for competitive bids in the Fall 2013 with construction beginning in
December 2013.

ATTACHMENTS
A.Existing Art Element Assessment Report
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California avenue transit hub
e xisting art element assessment
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Note: The numbering of each art element matches Appendix A provided by City of Palo Alto.
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Existing Art Element Key Map

Existing art elements

to
remain

#3 YEAR OF THE OCEAN Oscar Castillo and Students, mural
California Avenue pedestrian underpass

#5 JUNGLE JANE Fred Hunnicutt, aluminum
California Avenue at Birch Street

to be
protected
during
construction

#6 MAYFIELD TRAIN STATION Noel Consigny, mural
California Avenue at Birch

to be
to be
relocated removed

Existing art elements

to
remain

#7 UNTITLED Mohamed Soumah, mural
Birch street at California Avenue

#8 ROPEOPLE Po Shu Wang, cedar
California Avenue at Birch Street

to be
protected
during
construction

#9 UNTITLED MURAL TRIPTYCH
Christopher Johanson, mural, 341 California Avenue (left mural)
David Huffman, mural, 341 California Avenue (center mural)
Joey Piziali, mural, 341 California Avenue (right mural)

to be
to be
relocated removed

EXISTING ART ELEMENTS

TO
REMAIN

#10 GO MAMA Marta Thoma, bronze,
California Avenue at Ash Street

TO BE
PROTECTED
DURING
CONSTRUCTION

#11 LOVE SPOKEN HERE William Wareham, bronze seating
California Avenue at Ash Street

TO BE
PROTECTED
DURING
CONSTRUCTION

#12 UNDER THE SUN Mohamed Soumah, mural
Mimosa Lane at 440 California Avenue

TO BE
TO BE
RELOCATED REMOVED

Existing art elements

to
remain

to be
to be
relocated removed

#13 SUN FLOWERS Jennifer Madden & Jeffery Reed, Bronze
440 California Avenue

to be
protected
during
construction

#14 CALIFORNIA AVENUE, CALIFORNIA NATIVE Susan
Leibowitz-Steinman, mixed media
Center divide of California Avenue at El Camino Real

new
location
to be
determined

APPENDIX (A)

